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Vazakas: Eleven Contemporary Poets

BOOKS and COMMENT

Byron Vazakas

ELEVEN CONTEMPORARY POETS

W

or not the meaning is always explicit in
the poems contained in these eleven volumes, 1 it is
usually, as Arnold put it, "At bottom a criticism of
life." Or, as Auden said, regarding another level of meaning, "In
the end, of course, it is not the poet's technique but his vision
which decides the value of his work." That is the measurement
here.
The historical myths of religion, politics, and the illusion of
conventional love are notably at a disadvantage here. In most of
these poets such themes serve as material for an anti-myth, some,thing to be struggled with. And the myth referred to hereafter is
the anti-myth of this struggle toward a greater revelation of reality. The vision at the moment, then, is of the gap between knowledge and practice, the predicament of an especially insistent
period of intellectual transition. It is heartening to note that
most of these poets sense this, and struggle with it at least on a
personal emotional level.
Since even institutions find it ~xpedient to attempt an adjustment to the influences of Danvin, Marx, and Freud, it is not
H E T H'E R

\
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See bibliography, pp. 229-3°.
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astonishing to find the better poets similarly involved. ~facLeish
has merely scratched the surface of the responsibility of poets.
There can hardly be social justice or genuine freedom or civilization until the psychological motivations for injustice are probed,
understood, and corrected in the deepest sense.
~fost good poets cannot help being unacknowledged legisla-.
tors. It is the classic role, the really traditional one. The problem
of good and evil absorbs the better poets here on a humanistic
rather than on a metaphysical basis. and the metaphysical poets
themselves display the clearest evidence of conflict, conscious or
unconscious, between imposed concept and natural law.
Although a failure in craftsmanship is probably the lesser of
two evils. it is timely, if platitudinous, to reassert that form is organic, involving inseparably content and technique. Oddly
enough. nevertheless. the most meticulously painted cow still
comes out bovine. As Eliot summarizes it: "But the essential advantage for a poet is not to have a beautiful world with which to
deal: it is to be able to see beneath both beauty and ugliness; to
see the boredom. and the horror. and the glory." Or. as \Villiam
Carlos \Villiams says, "The poem is a capsule where we wrap up
our punishable secrets."

\1

w Y S TAN A U DEN is the Lord Byron of a post-Freudian world.
Poet of the topical, traveler. man-of-the-world, like any celebrity
he is maliciously discussed by those who would like to know him
better. That is pan of the theme of Nones, where he is the lucid
hedonist looking over the edge. amusing and mature. yet pointing the oracular finger. In the poem for Eliot's sixtieth birthday
he says.
It is the crime that

Counts, you will say. \Ve know. but would gratefully add.
Today as we wait for the law to take its course.
(And which of us shall escape whipping?)
That your sixty years have not been wasted.
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And neither have Auden's. And here, in Nones, despite its ascetic title, he discourses on love with a mellow disillusionment
and hilarity that is almost cynical: he cries,
i

Make me chaste, Lord, but not yet.
He adds, in a variety of turns, and with his usual virtuosity, a reemphasis of personal rights:
Not one is man enough
To be simply, publicly there
It's reassuring to be reminded, even at the agape in an upper
room with radio that
l

The love that rules the sun and stars
Permits what He forbids
"Pleasure Island," of course, is right around the comer
With this outpost where nothing is wicked
But to be sorry or sick
where the lotus eater, abandoning a Miltonic paradise for a Mohammedan one, joins others on a beach where he
... lies, like us, on his stomach watching
As bosom, backside, crotch
Or other sacred trophy is borne in triumph
Past his adoring ...
though the poet agrees with "The Managers" that there are
problems no smiling
Can dismiss
Those distinguishing marks a lover sees
By instinct and policemen
Can be trained to observe.
"In Praise of Limestone," probably the most effective poem in
the book, contains one who is
unable
To conceive of a god whose temper-tantrums are moral
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And this intolerable heresiarch, this most dangerous of all tq
illusion, is harrassed by the hypocritical. The poet, in "A \VauL
After Dark," philosophizes:

I

The things I did could not
Be as shocking as they said
If that would still be here
After the shocked were dead.

Artists are exposed "As objects for speculation," but one suggests a modus operandi:
I, too, am reproached, for what
And how much you know. Not to lose time, not to get caught ...

,
(

In his witty "Phi Beta Kappa Poem," delivered at Harvard in
1946, Auden recommends a healthier attitude for a "whispering
student Underground":
His shield bears this device: Mens sana
Qui maly pense.

And the reminder is still there, "For who shall escape a whipping," as the artist continues
Outwitting hell
With human obviousness.

is a meticulous craftsman whose
search for a myth seems to have come to rest in his long key poem
"The \Vorm in the \Vhirling Cross." Though there are several
distinct types of poems in The SO-TrOWS of Cold Stone, the former is the most significant technically and psychologically.
Throughout the book there is a pervasive use of religious symbolism, the clue to which lies in the God-Father-Son complex of
"The \Vorm in the \Vhirling Cross." It is somewhat difficult,
because of the technical virtuosity of this poem, to tell whether
the myth has been realized and/or resolved; but it is definitely a
psychological situation expressed through a philological experiment in symbolism. The myth is somewhat obscured by the
mechanization, though it is summed up in,

J0

H N MAL COL M B R INN I N
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· I seek a father who most need a son

And though the poet faces the struggle,
Yet will taboos their cutthroat totems raise

until a resolution is attempted:
Goodbye, god-father, sons go on their own
I n the long run.

Clues to this identification in myth and sense of guilt can be
found, also in some shorter poems, such as "Cradle Song":
Forgive me,

Fa~her,

your ripe fantasies

The technical emphasis in Brinnin's poetry seems to have
moved from Auden to Dylan Thomas, and especially} to Joyce.
though with different verbal implications. His symbolism will,
to avoid that overworked word "rewarding," guarantee satisfaction, especially on analysis of "The Double Crucifixion.:'
One wistfully wonders at the result had the pUblishkrs tak~n
one more step, probably overboard, and reproduced Stamos' illustrations in color.
,
;

.<-

John Ciardi says, "Nothing I was concerns me,"
that is not strictly true, though time marches on through book
titles an,d birthday poems. Other Skies, Live Another Day, and
the present From Time to Time, strike the optimistic note, as
we~l as the flash-back to Other Skies and its "Night Piece for My
Twentyr-seventh Birthday"; "Reveille for My Twenty-eighth
Birthday"; "Poem for My Twenty-ninth Birthday"; "Poem for
My Thirtieth Birthdar." Nostalgia or not. it's an annual achievement milestoned "On a Photo of Sgt. Ciardi a Year Later." In
Live Another Day, chipper as ever, sure enough is a "Poem for
My Thirty-second Birthday." We lose the natal clue in his present volume From Time to Time, with a sense of being left out of
something confidential. But is it surprising, then, in~tead of a
A LT H 0 UGH
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birthday poem to find one about a "l\fan in Bed \\lith Asthma"?
And there are more poems than ever about the past, such as
"Home Revisited: Midnight."
I am the shadow in the shadow of the wicker.
The wicker is the shadow in the shadow of the vine.
I sat here when? Ago.
It is June again and moony. Song, song,
So-ong, the crickets. And blop, blop, b-lop,
The frogs. And ago, ago, ago . ..

The house behind me is a house I k.now.
At every sill and step the house forgot
All but song, song, so-ong, and blop, blop, b-lop.
That music is because it cannot stop.
Admission is affirmation. Ciardi has been writing lively, topical poems about the world and the war, quick-witted and clever.
But more recently the handful of gravely personal poems beyond
glibness indicate a closer unity with the self and past, foreshadowed by the birthday poems. He is also turning toward an
easier, more musical metric as he works closer toward a more personal myth. In a poem, as he says,
There's at least that much choice of ways to say

I.
Selected Poems indicate that he is
one of those poets whose work must be read for its cumulative effect, in this instance one of considerable feeling.
Eberhart's confusion. or indecision. on moral issues leaves him
a little bewildered. but with an urge to be right protested again
and again in his work. God is often mentioned. Death is an obsession. But sex is his real subject, and the struggle is with Nature:
RIC H A ROE B E R H ART'S

\Ve are always about to be used
and are used by nature ...
The poet feels trapped between desire and ideal:
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Where are'
The rocky springs beyond desire? And where
The liidden source of purity?
The question expresses with a_kind of primitivism the search
for an authentic morality; and the pressure of a conditioned conscience provides the power. The poet repeats,
Lord, stabilize me
And the key note,
My love
In its big excess destroys me
leads to, the despairing cry
God has taken my life away.

In "Suite in Prison" the death wish substitutes for 'failure or
fear of satisfaction.
Finally, in "Brotherhood of Men," the protagonist, a kind of
Walt \Vhitman in a Japanese concentration camp, finds the humanistic solution:

I did better, being instincti,,;e with ~e basic,
Undeluded of delusions, had knowledge of nature.
Like the testimony of Bemmelman's prisoner at Dachau, the noblest aspe~ts of Whitmanesque homosexuality develop in such
an atmosphere: human sympathy, the yearning
To live for love, the lost country of man's longing
The conclusion is deeply moving and perceptive in the "learned
compassion," and the seemingly strange, nostalgic regret among
survivors who had perceived a basic morality exalted into a true
brotherhood:
~.
And yet I know (a knowledge unspeakable) .
That we were at our peak when in the depths,
Lived close to life when cuffed by death,
, Had visions of brotherhOod when we were broken,
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Learned compassion beyond the curse of passion,
And never in after years those left to live
Would tread with truth as in those savage times,
And sometimes wish that they had died
As did those many crying in their arms.

I
j

j

I

poems in The Seven-League Crutches,
instead of "Boots," inhabit an eerie atmosphere of Grimms' fairytales brought up to date in a Proustian shift where dream and
reality merge>
I woke and fell asleep and woke.

RANDALL JARRELL'S

I
j

!

1

I

Sections are significantly called "Children," "Once Upon a
Time"; and "Europe," with its Teutonic tone, "A Game at Salzburg," and others, brings us to "The Night Before the Night
Before Christmas," and its atmosphere of "The Babes in the
\Vood," where, once-upon-a-time

1,1

IfI

tI

1

r

.I
I

Lived a girl and her father,
Her aunt, and her one brother.
She reads to her brother, who says,
"It's not real."
She cries, "Oh, isn't itl Why in Germany-"

I:

Precisely, in Germany! And you're back with
A Pink and a Golden, and a Blue
FairyBook
And things as they are, are

r

Anachronisms
East of the sun and west of the moon

I

A ghost in a story

I

I

shifting eerily between past and present, in '!-traumatic overflow
from "The Sleeping Beauty" ~nd romantic Europe with its less
and less romantic deaths.
There is a deeper psychological cohesion in this than in any
other of Jarrell's books, coming to personal terms, as it does, with

I

!

I

!

1
J

i
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childhood sources. Death and childhood haunt the shining, sinister advent of the unknown among dark evergreens:
(At the side of the shepherds Hansel
Stands hand in hand with Gretel
And Sparkles, under a sparkling star,
Like Lot's own wife ...)
until, finally,
The leaves are the snow, the birds are the snow,
The boy and the girlin the leaves of their own grave
Are the wings ofthe bird of the snow.

.

,most curious things about Robert Lowell's The
Mills of the Kavanaughs is an introductory quotation from William Carlos Williams' In the American Grain:

ONE 0 F THE

Morals are the memory of a success that no longer
succeeds.
The poems in The Mills of the Kavanaughs amply demonstrate
this.
In resurrecting as he did in Lord Weary,'s Castle the themes of
Caste, Catholicism, and Classicism, Lowell refurbished and
rocketed his myths of Beacon Hill and the Blessed Virgin more as
instruments than as a tradition. He used them. They did not use
him. And in The Mills of the Kavanaughs the themes of madness,
incest, violence, death, and love also serve::' him. Lowell's revival
of historical, mythological, classical, and scriptural imagery is
free from mustiness. He is an explosive antiquarian. Lowell's
great talent is hisdiction. Its fire fuses all these elements, and establishes, even more than the themes, the emotional climate of
the poems. The juxtaposition of verbal chemical elements explodes into syntactical fireworks. Lowell's experiments with the
classic line carry it beyond monotony. His metric cannot suppress
him, but serves him as his themes do. His use of couplets and
. other slightly more varied rhyme patterns are a self-imposed
hurdle cleared with nonchalance.

;

~

"

I

I
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Lowell's title poem, "The l\fills of the Kavanaughs," the longest he has attempted so far, is in a simpler narrative fonn than is
usual with Lowell, but dream and reality interplay with his customary dramatic effectiveness. Even the most straightforward descriptive passages achieve power through ruthless directness and
compressIon.
"Falling Asleep Over The Aeneid" is a brilliant resuscitation
of a man-of-Ietters' dream of history and classic mythology, in
.which, naturally, he participates. It has, like much of Lowell's
work, an Inca-Aztec kind of barbaric splendor:

,

.

I

I hear the bird-priest chirping like a bird.
His harlots hang his bed
With feathers of his long-tailed birds.
.. Her Dead Brother" is an explosive collage of reverie and action, death and incest:
I give

You back that idyll, Brother. Was it more?
We will forget that August twenty-third,
When Mother motored with the maids to Stowe.
o Brother, a New England town is death
And incest.
.. Mother Marie Therese," the memory of an unconventional,
aristocratic nun who was drowned, is a fine example of Lowell's
cavalier handling of his snbject in a counterpoint of antiquity,
mythology, and religion, ironically commenting on the drowned
nun and other virgins, whose virginity is contra naturam to the
birds.
"David and Bathsheba in the Public Garden" is a fugue of
Scripture and Boston in the stimuladng language discovered in
Lo.rd Weary's C~tle.
"The Fat Man in the Mirror," after Werfel, is as wry, bawdy
an interpretation as Lowell's Latin translations.
"Thanksgiving's Over" adds more realistic imagery to memo-

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol22/iss2/13
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ries about a demented young wife. It is a paradox of craftsmanship where neither the couplets nor the exciting diction in any
way hinder the flow of an emotionally heightened, though natural conversational style. Commonplace objects are so cunningly
placed as images that they facet sparks from each other. Here, too,
is a kind of "magical realism."
First Poems refer frequently to a childhood that observes and surrenders to the richness of transmuted
experience:

JAM E S MER R ILL'S

Come, child, and with your sunbeam gaze assign
Green to the orchard as a metaphor.

Adults are transformed monsters menacing this dream world:
The matriarch with eyes like arrowheads
Sat in a shawl of sunlight. amber beads
Hung (rom her tribal ears.
\.

The esthetic disciplines of language become a defense against
aboriginal puberty rites threatening castra~ion with "flint" knife
"rituals," and release from the oedipal matriarch whose "arrowhead" flint eyes judge, condemn. and inhibit. Language as a "luminous" art outshines the "glittering" of the menac~ng flint. at
the same time accomplishing the transference of the child's wonder-world into the anthropological myth projected into poetry.
Luminous in these schools
Language is glittering of Hint rituals
And a race of sobel- children learns long smiles.

.

,

Reality, then, like death, is faced, and ~e Medusa myth interpreted. The child is grown up to the recognition that
Naked we lie in the black night
As on the leper's island ...

But sexual love, freed from taboo, and ide~lized as among the
Greeks. is capable of sublimity:
I

I
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How far the flesh past touch and sight
Moves in its felicity
You shall never understand
Until the leper says (your hand
Resting in his white hand) Kiss me.

l\ferrill presents his themes gravely with adroit gracefulness
in slow, elegant, rhythmical movements in a Symbolist tradition
of imagery brought up to date.
of Theodore Roethke's esthetics in Praise to
the End is summed up in

THE

,I

PUR P 0 S E

And my thought hunts another body

In view of the results, it's redundant of him to say,
Reason? That dreary shed, that hutch for grubby schoolboys!

It echoes Verlaine's "Take logic and wring its neck." Nevertheless, the obligation of the word made flesh, and vice versa, is still
with us.
Nowhere is out. I saw the cold.
Went to visit the wind ...
How high is have?

This is a poetic shorthand whose transcription encourages
more treason than translation. If you don't come to it pure of
heart, you're a philistine before you can say jabberwocky, or compare it with American surrealism in old copies of transition.
Like a man tired of a life of quiet desperation, Roethke is kicking over the literary traces. It's a kind of lyrical desperation leaping from pedestrianism. Its levitation is attempted by its own
bootstraps. As he says,
All risings

!
1:

I

1
~I

I
j

Fall

I

It sometimes seems fragmentary and incoherent, even arbitrary and capricious, if not just plain self-indulgent. When he
makes connectives, on the other hand,
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I know it's an owl. He's making, it darker

.

you are tempted to add, on your own, ,one just'as obvious as
Larks make it lighter.
Despite more rational, poems brought over from other volumes, there are still too many mooly-moos. Roethke seems to
lean heavily aJso on Rimbaud's requirement that the poet be hallucinated. The result is occasional phrases of "pure poetry" uttered in climaxes, evocative as the' French Symbolists and, when
successful, a poetry of sensation.
poetry has always been notable for its
integrity to herself and to her ideals. In this compact little volume of her Selected Poems there is as much autobiograp~ in
that sense as can be found anywhere. The more than fifteen years
of writing collected here, with certain'elisions, appears in very
competent form from the beginning:
M URI E L R U KEY S E R' S

Rebellion pioneered among our lines.
In how many meaningful ways that can be. taken is shown in
the early poem, Sand Quarry With Moving Figures:
I saw the written name
painted on stone in the face of the steep hill:
"That's your name, Fatherl" "And yoursl" he shouted,
laughing.
"No, F;lther, nol" He caught my hand as I cried,
and smiling, entered the pit, ran laughing down its side.
All these poems are extraordinarily articulate in terms of
varied rebellions. Beginning with the parental, they soon move
on to social protest. Constantly and movinglY, the struggle is
stated:
We want to find and will SPend our lives in finding:
the landfall of our broken voyages
is still our America of contradictions.
\
Ancestors of that dream lie coupled in our flesh ...
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There is such unquestioned sincerity in Muriel Rukeyser's
poetry that it is constantly quotable for its purposes, and interesting for that reason, as \Vhitman is. The poet has certainly re-atized her own phrase:
Whitman forever saying "I identify."
This talent for identification is a curious, exciting, and complex matter. When such identification is joined to the crusading
spirit, the inevitable compensation is love.

to

Our conflicts carry our creation and its guilt.
Love must imagine the world
The wish of love
moving upon the body of love describes
closing of conflict ...
0, the young
will come up
after us
and make the dream
the real world of our myth.

a powerful sense of guHt might be attributed to
original sin, we know better now. Delmore Schwartz keeps working at it in Vaudeville for a Princess. Vaudeville involves a paradoxically clear Kafkaian dilemma. The situations are both tragic
and absurd. In the prose sketches, Schwartz has developed a peculiarly individual ironic idiom. And it is significant that he has
included in these sketches Hamlet, Don Juan, and Othello. His
Pagliacci role involves audience with actor who, in mockin~ himself, seems to cry, "Such a sad manl Isn't he funny'" In the hilarious piece about various cars he's owned, The Ego Is Always at
the JVheel) Schwartz psychoanalyzes his dilemma:
A L THO UGH

So there I was on the road again ... once more without a driver's license just like in 1929 when I was too young to be permitted to get
one in the State of New York which is very strict. And my emotions
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were pretty much the same,-Ie plus fa change, Ie plus c'est la meme
chose-fear of the cops, bravado, based on the probability and improbability of being halted, nervousness which doubtless went back
to the strain of beirig hauled with great difficulty into this brave new
world (it was a spectacular labor, I am told, and it was not until my
mother accidentally kicked her father's photograph off the bedroom
wall that the doctor said to my dubious and anxious father that everyone was going to be all right, a superficial remark if I ever heard one).
The predicament is Chaplinesque, the hilarity occasioned by
our oWn participation. Everybody feels guilty, and the pOet, like
the neurotic, probably more so, since he is presumed also to be
hypersensitive to pressures of environment. The other tTuismthat nobody loves a cop-is partly the cop's fault and partly the
focusing of Qur guilt feelings on symbols. Schwartz mentions the
police several times. It's consistent. Chaplin was always just one
jump ahead of a cop; and Schwartz says of our identification:
These are illusions of your sense of guilt.
One might say facetiously of Schwartz' poems in this volume
that so many heterosexual sonnets haven't.been seen since Petrarch, were it not for his keynote:
/
,

\

--

~

I am a student of love's long defeat.
And even Freud could hardly have phrased it more neatly than
Schwartz' right to the j~w of Anglo-Saxon prudery and hypocrisy:
)

Love is a four,:,letter word.
In his poetry, as in his prose, Schwartz has always tried to be
sincere, and never to separate poetry and person, hence J¥>Ctry
and predicament. His is essentially the role of the romantic poet
with the Chaplinesque anti-climax of comic ,misadventure
after
.
romantic flights into generosity or grief. "People" impose, he
says, because
I look shy and helple$s
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Consciously or not, this is also a Steigian role which Schwartz
has sustained and presented with increasing clarity. The banana
peel on which he skids is, for him, reality. He keeps scratching at
his own interpretation of it:
Guilt. like eczema. he must fear and crave.

Ceremony is a world of boyish charm
and the disciplines children assume, more of a fa~de than a mask.
more of a manner than a means, as in poems about games, a sparrow, a toad, or a dead dog whose ten-year-old master
RIC H A R D WI L BUR'S

Could not forgive the sad or strange
In beast or man

Instinctively, \Vilbur's sunny landscape of seashores, castles,
jugglers, parables, canaries, dogs. and children avoids the t~gic.
Even "Flumen Tenebrum" can't keep its grim hue long, but ends
... tossed
In scintillant embrace

And when,
.. at Pompeii
The little dog lay curled

underneath thetvolcanic lava, you can't help hankering after
those notorious Pompeian murals as an antidote to so much niceness, projected even into the swearing:
why then by Hell
Emerson was damned if it would do
We love the small, said Burke. And if the small
Be not yet small enough, why then by Hell
We'll cramp it till it knows but'how to feed.
And we'll provide the water and the seed.

It's caged indeed. It's not that Wilbur deals with minutiae, but
that the minutiae are so often insignificant. Marianne Moore is
a master of minutiae for the simple reason that she is a genuine
master of a craft minutiae can't master.

I

I

I
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A disinfected feeling sugars phrases everywhere: An old dismay; T~e ricJ,er/or regret; laid their fragile cheeks against; must
give us pause; ti,e earth's array; betwixt our faces; by Dia7I'S
steepest ./lr:row. Unhappily, as he says, "\Ve fray into the future."
And coyness is extended, almost intolerably for our times, into
quaint inversions forcing rhymes: by rooted hunger wrung; in
mazy error went. Conformity is not form, and is on its knees in
the gem a sauce rare. Inversions of this sort went out with Victorian antimacassars. Echoes of the French are similarly inoculated.
And, of all things, from that wry master of the Contes Cruels, ViIliers de L'Isle-Adam, Wilbur comes up with this nosegay:
I have lost the wood, the heath,
Fresh Aprils long gone by ...
Give me your lips:' their breath
Shall be the forest's sigh.

One must watch out.. Philistia has many disguises. The academic yardstick is one. Overemphasis on the mechanics of a specific form is another. Wilbur is °a good student of poetry, but it's
time he took it out of the classroom. Even Herrick, with whom
he might be compared, preferred"A sweet ~isorder in the dre~f:
A careless shoe-string, in whose tie
I see a wild civility:
Do more bewitch me, than when art
Is too precise in every part.

\

In the interest of "form," Wilbur ~ys: "The strength of the
genie comes of his being confined in a bott-le."
What if the genie doesn't come out of the bottle?
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F. Cudworth Flint

WORDS IN LITERATURE

M

R.

EM P

SON and Professor Brower deal with what.

broadly speaking, may be regarded as the same material-the use of words in literature-and aim at much
the same goal-an increase in readers of the adequacy of their response to literary organizations of language. But the tactics pursued in these two books l are nearly opposite: Mr. Empson uses

\

j

1 The Structure of Complex lVords, by William Empson. New Directions, n.d. The
Fields of Light, by Reuben Arthur Brower. Oxford University Press, 1951.
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